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Wednesday, February 20,1985 
THE J3G_ NEWS 
Vol. 67 Issue 83 
Measles cases may spread to BG 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
An outbreak of measles at 
Ohio State University could be 
transmitted to the University, 
according to an immunization 
program representative of 
Northwest Ohio. 
Fifteen cases of measles have 
been confirmed at OSU, accord- 
ing to Forest Smith, chief of 
preventative medicine at OSU 
Health Services. 
"Theoretically, anyone who 
came to visit from OSU and was 
incubating or ill could infect the 
campus, Ann Sicklebaugh, im- 
munization program represen- 
tative, said. 
Any University student who 
has visited OSU could have 
come in contact with someone 
carrying or having the disease, 
she said. 
The OSU swim team traveled 
to the University last weekend 
for a meet. Sicklebaugh said 
that she contacted athletic di- 
rectors last Friday to warn them 
of the outbreak. 
Smith said to his knowledge 
the OSU team had not been 
checked for immunizations or 
possible exposure to measles. 
Each team sees a sports medi- 
cine physician if there is a prob- 
lem, but I don't know that there 
was a problem," he said. "With 
only 15 cases out of 55,000 peo- 
ple, it's not a real rampaging 
outbreak." 
BUT JOSH KAPLAN, medical 
director at the Student Health 
Center, said the University took 
precautions to minimize the con- 
tact between the two teams. 
"The swim meet is the least of 
the problem. The OSU team 
changed in one section of the 
dressing room, competed and 
left," Kaplan said. "There was 
very little contact -it was one of 
the least social swim meets." 
Because measles can only be 
transmitted through contact, 
Kaplan said students should not 
be concerned about contracting 
the disease from the swimming 
pool or dressing rooms. 
What should cause concern, 
however, is the fact that other 
interaction between OSU and 
University students was not as 
closely monitored. 
"What we couldn't do any- 
thing about was the number of 
Greek Valentine's parties that 
went on this weekend," he said. 
"There were probably 200 stu- 
dents from each campus in- 
volved in these. Partying is 
probably one of the best ways to 
become exposed to measles." 
For this reason, Kaplan is 
urging students to check their 
immunization records to make 
sure that their measles vaccina- 
tions are up-to-date. 
STUDENTS WHO received 
vaccinations before 1967 should 
be revaccinated, Kaplan said. 
"Before 1983 everyone got mea- 
sles and was immune for life. 
But in the time period between 
1963 and 1967 a vaccine was 
developed which was essentially 
useless," Kaplan said. "People 
who haven't been vaccinated 
since then can develop a form of 
atypical measles." 
People who have atypical 
measles become much more ill 
than those who develop the regu- 
lar form of measles. For this 
reason, students who are be- 
tween 19 and 23 years old and 
were immunized as children 
probably need to be re-immu- 
nized, Kaplan said. 
Vaccinations will be effective 
in most cases, he said. After a 
person is exposed to measles, 
there is a five-day period before 
he becomes contagious. 
If a person has never been 
vaccinated, a vaccination now 
would reduce Uie risk of con- 
tracting the virus because im- 
munization *akes effect within 
three days, he said. 
"If someone was exposed this 
weekend, they won't he conta- 
gious until Thursday or Fri- 
day," Kaplan said. "If the 
people who were exposed are 
going to get the measles, they 
will get them. But if those they 
come in contact with are immu- 
nized this will block a second 
generation of infection." 
THE HEALTH CENTER IS 
offering measles vaccinations 
for a "nominal charge" with no 
appointment necessary. 
"For people who aren't sure 
when they received their vacci- 
nations, we recommend getting 
another one," Kaplan said. "It is 
a safe vaccine and it won't hurt 
to get more than one. It may 
even boost immunity." 
Should there be a measles 
epidemic at the University, 90 
percent of the people who are 
not properly immunized will be 
affected, Kaplan said. "We hope 
that there aren't too many of 
those susceptible people, and we 
are trying to reduce the number 
by encouraging immunization." 
Charter 
amended 
by Michael Mclntyre 
staff reporter 
After much debate yesterday, Faculty Senate 
members voted to amend the Academic Charter 
of the University in the area of tenure. 
Two weeks ago, members voted on one version 
of an amendment to the Charter pertaining to 
probationary faculty (faculty working toward 
tenure) at the University and the non-renewal of 
their appointment, but did not vote on actually 
amending the Charter. 
In yesterday's on-call meeting of the Senate, 
another version of the amendment was proposed 
and passed. The version accepted at the last 
meeting was discarded. 
Richard Hebein, associate professor of ro- 
mance languages and member of the Senate, 
proposed the new version. 
Although the other version passed, there were 
serious reservations about it and it probably 
would not have gotten the two-thirds majority it 
needed to pass (as a Charter amendment)," 
Hebein said. "A few of us got together to look for a 
compromise (between the two versions proposed 
at the last meeting)." 
WITH THE new version agreed upon, members 
of the Senate began debate about whether to pass 
the proposed amendment. 
"I applaud the intent behind it," University 
President Paul Olscamp said. "Its intent is to be 
humane (in non-renewing probationary faculty). I 
like the idea and would like to find a way to 
accomplish that." 
He said, however, that this amendment would 
make the University less flexible and that it does 
not meet its intent of increasing humaneness. 
The amendment, if it were to become policy, 
would not serve the students or the faculty and 
would not serve the University's long run well 
being, Olscamp said. 
On the other hand, David Roller, Senate mem- 
ber and professor of history, urged its passage. 
"(In the amendment) there is very little change 
in the practice at BGSU for the framework of 
probationary faculty," Roller said. "It is almost 
an effort to state what has been familiar practice. 
"IF THIS motion is somehow defeated, we are 
defeating what is already our policy without 
• See Tenure, page 3. 
Springfest 
May be cancelled 
by Nancy Bostwick 
staff reporter 
Strike three! BGIWJ..PI-I» 
The Falcon baseball team holds winter practices in Anderson Arena. Batter Chris Carden and catcher Dave 
Ollverio watch the pitch from Bob Ellenbest. 
Because leaders of campus organizations be- 
lieve a significant number of students may not 
attend a University/city sponsored festival, 
Springfest may not occur this year, according to 
Bob Stovash, USG National, State and Community 
Affairs coordinator. 
Stovash gave the report concerning Springfest 
at the Undergraduate Student Government gen- 
eral assembly meeting last night. 
"It looks like the organizations may not want to 
fully support us," Stovash said. 
Leaders of various organizations on campus 
discussed the feasibility of Springfest at the last 
meeting of the Intra-University President's coun- 
cil, Bob Wade, USG president, said. 
According to Wade, the idea of Springfest was 
supported, hut the council believed the festival 
would not be highly attended by students. 
Because the date was tentatively set for the last 
weekend of the semester and on the same week- 
end as the Beta 500, the council said it believed the 
students would not be supportive of the project. 
Following the day's events, the council does not 
believe students would want to remain on campus 
later in the evening for the festival. 
Springfest is being planned with the hope that 
students will not attend the annual party on 
Manville Avenue, which usually happens on the 
same weekend. 
Wade said the council requested that the city 
authorize a block party near Frazee Avenue. 
"I feel the city will not go along with it," Wade 
said. "The city does not have enough resources." 
If Springfest does not happen this year, Stovash 
said he plans to continue working on it for next 
year, he said. 
"We do know we can pull it off and we can get 
people there," he said. 
The Springfest committee will meet today to 
determine if they will go ahead with the plans for 
Springfest, Stovash said. 
In other business, the general assembly ap- 
proved a resolution requesting that "Yield to 
Pedestrian" signs be installed on the section of 
Ridge Street from MacDonald dormitories to 
Hayes Hall. The resolution will be submitted to the 
city administration. 
Wade also announced the resignation of Kevin 
Ross, off-campus representative. Wade said Ross 
resigned because of a class conflict. 
Council meets 
Clean sidewalks discussed 
Athletes'study coached 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
Removing   snow   and  litter 
from city streets and sidewalks, 
and swearing-in a new member, 
were on the minds of city council. 
last night. 
"It's more dangerous today 
than when it was with the snow 
on the ground last week," Edwin 
Miller, at-large council mem- 
ber, said of some city sidewalks. 
Melting and refreezing since 
last week's snowfall has left 
layers of ice on many city side- 
walks. 
"You can't walk any block in 
this city where there is not some 
danger of falling down because 
of ice." Miller said. 
David Barber, public works 
director, said city snow-removal 
programs taking place Feb. 7-9 
cleaned S3 sidewalks, generat- 
ing $1,250 in payments from 
residents billed for having their 
sidewalks cleaned by one ■ of 
three contractors hired by the 
city. However, total cost to the 
city before billing was 11,720, 
Barber said. 
Sidewalks were cleaned along 
Wooster and Main Streets, Has- 
kins Road, around the Conneaut 
School, and along portions of 
Ridge and Clough Streets and 
Scott Hamilton Avenue, Barber 
said. 
Miller called the number of 
sidewalks cleaned "insignifi- 
cant compared to the block after 
block covered with ice that we 
can't take off even with a rotary 
machine blade," adding, "we've 
Sot to get people to cleaning 
ieir own sidewalks." 
Gayl Pearson, former litter 
coordinator, asked council to 
grant $10,000 to $12,000 to the 
utter control board from city 
funds. The board was funded by 
state grants until December 
1964. According to Pearson, the 
board decided not to reapply for 
the grant because of difficulties 
in dealing with the Ohio Office of 
Utter Control. 
Pearson, whose position was 
terminated with the end of the 
state grant, said she could have 
run the litter program more 
efficiently for less money with- 
out the paperwork which the 
state grants required. 
Carolyn Lineback, grants ad- 
ministrator, said the 1964 state 
grant totaled more than $38,000. 
Cindy Henry, 202 E. Merry 
St., was sworn in as council 
representative from Ward 1 - 
which includes the University - 
before the meeting. She will 
serve the unexpired term of 
Alan Mayberry, who resigned 
Feb. 4 after moving outside dty 
limits. Henry will fill Mayber- 
ry 's committee positions. 
Editors note: This is the second 
of a foui^part series on academ- 
ics and athletics. 
by Steve Qulnn 
assistant sports editor 
Along with creating an ath- 
letic environment for Incoming 
freshman athletes, hockey 
coach Jerry York and women's 
basketball coach Fran Voll also 
try to create an academic envi- 
ronment. 
Of the 23 players on York's 
team, 10 are freshmen; there 
are five freshman players on 
VoU's squad of 15. 
Last semester, York arranged 
two-hour team study tables four 
days a week to insure that fresh- 
men met the standard to remain 
eligible - a 1.7 grade point aver- 
age. He also had the team mem- 
bers submit evaluations and test 
marks from their instructors. 
"We think it helps," York 
said. "Sometimes when you're 
living in a dormitory, it's hard to 
find two quiet hours (to study). 
It's like practice from three to 
five. You're conditioned to do it 
for two hours a day, although it 
takes more than two hours of 
Ve want to maintain a Uni- 
versity standard," be said. 
"Well have our good students, 
average students and our strug- 
gling students. I think we are a 
reflection of the student body as 
a whole." 
"COACH YORK really pushes 
us a lot," freshman Brent Regan 
said. "If he sees you're going to 
have trouble, he can set you up 
with an outside tutor." 
For some of the freshmen, the 
adjustment to college academ- 
ics was not a difficult one. 
Andy Gribble, a freshman 
general business major, re- 
ceived a 2.81 his first semester. 
Before coming to the University, 
he attended Albert Cambell Col- 
legiate in Agincourt, Ontario, 
Canada. In Ontario, students 
have a choice of graduating af- 
ter grade 12 or going on to grade 
13. 
Gribble said he was prepared 
to go to grade 13 had he not 
decided to come to the Univer- 
Htustration/Phll Mastuno 
sity this year to play hockey. 
Because he had planned on 
going to grade 13, he was taking 
advanced classes - compared to 
the general classes for those 
graduating after grade 11 
He cited the differences be- 
tween   Ontario's   secondary 
school grading system and the 
• See Athletics, page 3. 
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Butter, not guns 
It's intriguing that many Americans are appalled 
when they hear that most of the Soviet aid to 
Ethiopia is in the form of military assistance - yet 
that's the same type of foreign aid the Reagan 
administration is fond of giving. 
Many corners of the world are crying out for 
food, farm equipment and medical aid. But these 
cries are ignored in a badly misguided Reagan 
foreign policy. 
Here are some facts about U.S. foreign aid: 
• The president's foreign aid proposals for fiscal 
1986 show an increase in military assistance with 
gradual cuts in economic aid. 
• "Development assistance" to other countries, 
which goes for agriculture, health and population 
planning, is set to decline by almost $500 million. 
• Over the last three years, U.S. food aid to 
Africa has gone up 40 percent. That sounds com- 
mendable, but military assistance has gone up 150 
percent. 
• In a recent report to Congress, three Congress- 
men stated that only 15 percent of U.S. aid to El 
Salvador is economic aid - that's despite the 
Reagan administration's contention that El Salva- 
dor has been getting three times more economic 
aid than military aid. 
We realize it's often in the United States' best 
interest to provide certain countries with adequate 
defense systems. However, it's cruel to sacrifice 
medical care and food for stronger arsenals. 
Besides, it's unwise. 
Countries with poor, undernourished and unedu- 
cated people are likely to be unstable. They're often 
attracted to leftist groups who promise them food, 
jobs and medical care. 
Food and jobs are a lot more appealing than guns 
and advisers. 
The Reagan administration should stop increas- 
ing military aid and start addressing some crying 
needs. 
Author doesn't just tell stories 
So-called 'Dickens of Detroit' writes addictive novels 
1 more switcheroo 
by Cralg Hergert 
Education has been somewhat 
Important to me. Between tea- 
ching and studying, I have spent 
25 of my 29 years in the class- 
room. So when newly-appointed 
Education Secretary William 
Bennett announced his support 
of the president's plans to limit 
student loans, I felt like a 
worker at a paper mill that had 
just been assigned a pyroma- 
niac for a safety inspector. 
Education has been cut every 
Eear of Reagan's reign, and now 
e has a chief of education who 
reacts to further slashing with 
smiles of approval. With friends 
like this... 
I realize, though, that with a 
deficit the size of Twisted Sis- 
ter's amplifier, anyone who 
complains about a particular 
budget cut is un-American. So I 
worrt propose anything that 
could help education at the ex- 
pense of the economy. 
Ill suggest something that 
will improve education and at 
the same time reduce federal 
spending. 
None other than President 
Reagan provided the blueprint 
for my plan. In January, he had 
Treasury Secretary Donald Re- 
gan and Chief of Staff James 
Baker swap posts. All I ask is 
one more switcheroo. one that 
would grab more headlines than 
if George Steinbrenner were to 
deal away Dave Winfield for a 
new Mr. Coffee machine. 
All the president has to do is to 
send Education Secretary Ben- 
nett to head the Defense Depart- 
ment and replace him with 
Caspar Weinberger. Naturally, 
they would both take their 
spending philosophies with 
them. Education, not to mention 
the budget, would never be the 
same again. 
Picture it. As Secretary of 
Education. Weinberger would 
demand the same 13 percent 
annual increase for brains that 
he now collects for arms. 
He would convince Congress 
that to spend less would be to 
leave the U.S. less intelligent 
than the Soviet Union. "Do we 
dare Uve in a world," he might 
say, "where Ivan and Natasha 
can out-add, out-subtract, and 
out-spell Johnny and Mary? I 
think not." 
The man whom Newsweek 
recently called the minister of 
procurement would leap into 
action, in order to keep the 
world smart for democracy. No 
university would be fit without a 
lavish library, built by General 
Dynamics. These libraries 
would feature rapid-fire xerox 
machines and laser pencil 
sharpeners. 
They might even include the 
up-to-date research materials 
and the properly-paid staff that 
they now lack. 
To be sure, the universities 
under Weinberger would have 
them. In fact, we could count on 
a steady book build-up and a 
continuing book-race with the 
Soviet Union. 
And maybe we'd all be the 
wiser. 
Meanwhile, over in the De- 
partment of Defense, William 
Bennett would be whistling quite 
a different tune than "We're in 
the Money." To the generals 
who might grumble about the 
the new secretary's cuts in de- 
fense, Bennet would say, "You 
have to look at the major pic- 
ture." 
With an annual 9 percent cut 
in the bloated military budget 
and a mere 13 percent hike in the 
paltry education pot, we'd have 
this deficit under control in no 
time. 
And college students every- 
where assured of sufficient fund- 
ing could stop singing the 
anxious chorus, "Leave me a 
loan!" 
Cralg Hergert is a teaching fel- 
low in English from Slayton, 
Minn. 
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Thirteen months ago I bought 
my first Elmore Leonard novel, 
in Cleveland, his kind of place. 
Since then I have read 10 others. 
Recently, a newspaper story 
announced his new novel, 
"Glitz." I put down my sand- 
wich and drove to a bookstore. It 
was a peanut butter and pickle 
sandwich, so you know Leonard 
is good. 
Today he is taking lunch in 
style, at the Manhattan Ocean 
Club. You say good news never 
gets into newspapers? Read on. 
Last week, after publishing 23 
novels in 32 years, he finally 
made the New York Times best- 
seller list, just barely, in 15th 
place. This week he is seventh. 
His good luck is good news be- 
cause luck had nothing to do 
with it. Craftmanship has been 
rewarded. 
Leonard lives in Birmingham, 
Mich., a suburb of Detroit, the 
city where some of his stories 
are set. The description of De- 
troit as "Cleveland without the 
glitter" could come from his 
novels. Detroit is not 
Bloomsbury but Leonard, 59, 
with a gray beard and a ward- 
robe consisting mainly of a 
tweed jacket, says he is not an 
artist, lust an entertainer. 
His books are not exactly 
crime novels, although crimes 
occur and guns go off The nov- 
els are about marginal people, 
small people incompetent at 
petty crime, or quiet profession- 
als who, like Leonard, are un- 
derestimated for a long time. 
There are no verbal flourishes, 
no arresting descriptions, but 
his style is as strong and per- 
sonal as Van Gogh's brush 
strokes. He has perfect pitch for 
the street talk you might hear 
from armed robbers who are not 
very good at armed robbery. 
Assistant professors being 
what they are, there are turgid 
essays thick with coagulated 
paragraphs about such novels as 
sublimations of the class strug- 
gle. I recently read (well, 
started to) an essay that says 
detective stories are popular 
because secret crime ana subse- 
quent discovery are associated 
in the reader's subconsciousness 
with (I am not making this up; I 
could not) the "primal scene," a 
psychoanalytic term referring 
to a child's imagining of sexual 
intercourse between his parents. 
Leonard, too. has suffered 
over-interpretation. A reviewer 
once said of him: "The aesthetic 
sub-text of his work is the sys- 
tematic exposure of aesthetic 
Eretension. Leonard retal- 
ited. In his novel "LaBrava," 
the protagonist, a photographer, 
refers to an exhibition of his 
pictures: "The review in the 
Eper said, "The aesthetic sub- 
ct of his work is the systematic 
exposure of aesthetic preten- 
sion.' I thought I was just taking 
pictures." 
Leonard's insistence that he is just a story-teller expresses 
pride, not humility. He has a 
craftsman's pride that being a 
fine craftsman is good enough, 
thank you. 
He sold his first fiction in 1951, 
to Argosy magazine, and his 
first novel, a Western, in 1953. 
His mother wishes he were still 
writing Westerns because the 
language would be less gamy. 
Until he sold his novel 
"Hombre" (voted one of the 25 
best Westerns of all time by the 
Western Writers of America) to 
Hollywood, he had to work full- 
time writing advertising copy. 
Well, Wallace Stevens worked In 
an insurance office, T.S. Eliot at 
a bank, Anthony Trollope at the 
post office. 
After "Hombre," Leonard 
stopped writing Westerns and 
started making books the way a 
custom cobbler makes shoes: 
steadily, with no wasted motion. 
He writes from 9:30 a.m. to 6 
p.m. 
He has been called the Dick- 
ens of Detroit because of the 
colorful characters he creates 
from the seamier side of life. 
But he reminds me of Trollope. 
This is not, Lord knows, because 
of his subjects - there are no 
Pallisers in his pages - but be- 
cause of his approach to his 
craft. 
Trollope kept a meticulous 
diary of the pages he wrote. He 
noted that such discipline is con- 
sidered beneath a man of gen- 
ius. But, be said cheerfully, not 
being a genius, he had to be 
disciplined. You say that anyone 
who works with his imagination 
should wait for inspiration? 
Trollope said it would be just as 
absurd to say that a shoemaker 
should wait for inspiration. Writ- 
ers, he said, should sit them- 
selves at their desks as though 
they were clerks, and should sit 
until their daily writing quota is 
filled. If they adopt his quota, 
they will produce a book in four 
months. 
His "sudden" success - he is 
an "overnight sensation" after 
32 years of hard plugging - is a 
tribute to America, where peo- 
ple are not homogenized, and 
cream rises. If you want a sip of 
the cream, start with his novel 
"Swag" and then read "Stick." 
Then, if you are not hooked, go 
watch television. It will serve 
you right. 
George Will is a columnist for 
the Washington Post Writers 
Group. 
Letters 
Cartoons too leftist 
Isn't the moment ripe for 
retiring this marvel from the 
Los Angeles Times whose car- 
toons you have religiously pub- 
lished in the BG News for the 
past months? I have been pon- 
dering this question for the past 
several weeks. My curiosity 
peaked during the pre-election 
days when I expected to see at 
least an occasional political car- 
toon conveying the reactionary 
view. Jeff MacNelly, creator of 
the comic strip Shoe" and 
noted right-wing cartoonist, 
seemed to be one of whose works 
you could give us a glimpse. I 
realize that his talent and wit 
are childish, at best, compared 
to this prodigy with whose keen 
insights you nave daily blessed 
us. "But maybe, just one or 
twice," I thought back then, "we 
could see something from the 
other side, something to act as a 
whetstone for this wonder from 
the enlightened world." No, that 
was not to be, and is not to be, 
and shall never be, world with- 
out end. Amen. 
But after I saw Wednes- 
day's masterpiece, depicting a 
dying Christ and a desperate 
Reagan beseeching Him to en- 
dorse his defense budget, my 
slowly lagging hopes revived 
long enough for me to begin this 
letter. Now that this man/wo- 
man has his/her apogee of cre- 
ativity in combining an attack 
on Reagan's militaristic policies 
with a trivializing of Christ's 
death, why not let another take 
over? Anything more from this 
LA Times marvel would be anti- 
climatic. A vain plea, I'm 
afraid, but a plea I hope will at 
least see print. 
Peter Schrerfler 
215 E. Poe #47 
Stretch funds, CISG 
In response to the article, 
"Fee Increase proposed." in the 
Feb. 13 edition of file BG News. 
The rights of the students on 
Bowling Green's campus are 
diminishing more every day. 
But, with the hope of USG and a 
greater sum of money, the 
BGSU student may gain back 
some control ... doesn't that 
sound promising?? 
For this 1985 spring semester, 
the average BGSU student paid 
$179 toward the general fee. This 
money is divided among many 
different programs and facili- 
ties on campus. Two of the most 
well-known facilities receiving a 
portion of the general fee are the 
Rec Center and the Health Cen- 
ter - both well-deserving. On the 
other side of the coin, I am 
somewhat skeptical about par- 
ticular allocation of funds 
whictL through ACGFA (Advi- 
sory Committee on General Fee 
Allocations), is given to the Un- 
dergraduate Student Govern- 
ment (USG). 
USG is a fine campus organi- 
zation, and it should remain just 
that - not a governing body for 
all other organizations on cam- 
pus. The students of BGSU are 
already paying for the operation 
of several governing bodies, 
from the office of Student Activ- 
ities all the way up to the Board 
of Trustees. 
USG received roughly 120,000 
this year for its operation. I am 
not implying that the student's 
money is being wasted, but I do 
believe the campuspolitics must 
stop somewhere. Toe U.S. Gov- 
ernment chews up enough of our 
money as it is, let's save some 
while we can. Mr. Wade, it is 
about time USG started stretch- 
ing the dollars they have instead 
of asking for more. 
Here are a few suggestions for 
saving money. For your secre- 
tarial problem, there are many 
business education majors on 
campus who are earning two- 
year degrees in executive secre- 
tarial. Wouldn't this be good 
practical experience for that 
Individual? Secondly, do you 
think the students should invol- 
untarily pay for members of 
USG to attend conferences? Who 
is really gaining? For this prob- 
lem, what about corporate spon- 
sors? Or, better yet, propose a 
revision of the ACGFA process 
so that organizations who don't 
feel they received enough 
money can go out and raise 
more - on their own. Finally, do 
you really think the BGSU stu- 
dents want to pay for USG lobby- 
ing? This idea really deserves 
my applaud - but not my money. 
Of course, your proposal of get- 
ting paid $6,000 for serving as 
USG President is also pretty 
comical. 
Let's get back to basics. The 
majority, hopefully all, of the 
students here at BGSU have 
come here for an education. The 
cost of this learning experience 
is growing at an incredible rate. 
Mr. Wade, it is time to put more 
of your time toward programs 
that will reinforce a positive 
learning experience - instead of 
designing a system to get you 
closer to the White House. $20,- 
000 is more than enough to run 
student government. Ifit is not 
please offer some "realistic 
needs. 
Joseph A. Gottron n 
525 N. Enterprise Apt. B 
Reggae uplifting 
The Feb. 6 tribute to Bob Mar- 
ley was enjoyable and uplifting. 
1 did not expect to experience an 
event as exciting as that here in 
Bowling Green, Ohio. Reggae 
music offers a rich cultural as- 
pect to BGSU. I am glad such an 
element exists here. I am also 
glad that the students here have 
a chance to gain direct exposure 
to the spiritual and political 
message inherent in this Afro- 
Caribbean. Attending that con- 
cert was like going home for an 
evening. 
Devon Bui gin 
908 Offenhauer West 
No respect for Goetz 
Here's an open letter to Mr. 
CCMB 7118 that begins with a 
truce proposal: I'll stop the 
name-calling if you will. That is, 
I won't call you ignorant, insen- 
sitive or bloodthirsty if you 
won't call me childish and igno- 
rant 
Maybe you're not what I 
called you, but I'm not what you 
called me, either, certainly not 
ignorant. I lived 25 years in New 
York City, and can't count the 
number of subway rides I have 
taken. Furthermore, my father 
was a police officer there for 22 
years, since before I was born. 
There was always understand- 
ing of and respect for the law in 
our house. 
So your latest letter bugs me. 
What do you mean when you say 
"The law enforcement agencies 
of this country are not required 
to give each of us, as individu- 
als, protection"? The "as indi- 
viduals" clause makes me 
picture some Orwellian police 
state, with one police officer 
constantly accompanying each 
citizen. Is this what you advo- 
cate? 
Here I must convey some hon- 
est sympathy. I've never been 
threatened with a knife, and I'm 
sorry you were. I'm sure you 
didn't deserve it Neither did 
Bemhard Goetz deserve his first 
or second subway incident His 
assailants acted horribly, and so 
did yours. 
But two wrongs make only two 
wrongs. Nothing justifies what 
Goetz did or what you would 
have done. His actions were far 
too extreme and out of propor- 
tion to the provocation to be 
called "self-defense." I still say 
we can't afford too many like 
him. Courage and self-suffi- 
ciency are indeed laudable: trig- 
ger-happiness is anything but 
You're right about something 
else: it certainly is the police's 
responsibility to enforce law. 
You seem to have no faith in 
them, but I suggest that one 
disappointment from an Ohio 
sheriff shouldn't make you form 
a blanket dismissal of all law 
enforcement. If you were more 
familiar with the police's re- 
sponsibilities, I'm sure you 
wouldn't write about them so 
harshly.    . 
An "eye-for-an-eye" world 
view deserves no applause, and 
causes no respect in the aveiage 
citizen, only fear. Bemhard 
Goetz may not realize this, but 
you probably do. 1 stand by what 
I said about him in my first 
letter, and nope you can recon- 
sider your opinions. 
Keith Kelly 
Department of Eaglish 
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Racism obstacle in business 
by Deborah Schmook 
staff reporter 
Racism in banking institu- 
tions is the biggest obstacle 
black entrepreneurs face 
when financing a business, 
Toledo architect Al Hunt said 
yesterday. 
Hunt, president of Al Hunt 
&  Associates,  said   racist 
Cctices at some banks al- 
non-minorities to receive 
loans easier than minority 
individuals. He said individu- 
als must question bank offi- 
cers when such discrimi- 
nation occurs. 
Hunt's presentation on 
"Survival of a Black Busi- 
ness" was the last in a three- 
Ct lecture series sponsored 
the Ethnic Cultural Arts 
program and the Black Stu- 
dent Union, in conjunction 
with Black History Month. 
Hunt said a black business- 
man must work harder. 
"IF BLACK, you may be a 
little lower on the totem pole. 
Others may think you don't 
have as high of aspirations. 
You must prove yourself," he 
said. 
"You must learn to play the 
politics of the corporate lad- 
der," he added. 
He said 4,0005,000 small 
businesses go out of business 
on a weekly basis, adding that 
these statistics are not broken 
down according to races. But. 
he said, black businesses tend 
to have more problems and 
obstacles. 
Getting the money to start 
a business is one problem. 
Hunt said it was necessary 
for him to moonlight to gener- 
ate enough income to become 
his own boss. Conservative 
banks do not loan money eas- 
ily to minorities, he noted. 
Hunt said blacks also must 
be willing to put money back 
into their business as it be- 
comes successful. Too many 
blacks do not save their 
money and prepare for the 
future when times are good, 
he said. 
"Spend money in ways that 
are more beneficial for your 
Sersonal growth," added 
ohn Scott, director of the 
Ethnic Cultural Arts pro- 
gram. Hunt agreed and rec- 
ommended making charity 
contributions and Joining 
community organizations. 
HE URGED all students to join as many professional or- 
ganizations as possible to get 
exposure for their work. He 
advised specializing, saying, 
"Do something that makes 
you unique." 
As an example, Hunt said 
he has designed 15 churches 
in the last three or four years. 
"I specialize in churches, and 
my reputation moves around 
Ohio faster," he said. 
Other suggestions offered 
to succeed in business in- 
cluded placing emphasis on 
getting a portfolio and good 
rides while in college, and 
vary the types of experi- 
ence gained in apprenticeship jobs. 
Hunt said students also 
must realize the importance 
of making contacts, and ad- 
vised them to speak up when 
instances of discrimination 
occur in business dealings. 
Tentire    (Continued from page 1) 
saying what policy, goals and 
framework for probationary 
faculty we want," he said. 
Olscamp said if the amend- 
ment is no different from the 
present policy, then there is no 
reason for change. 
While there is little change, 
the amendment is still impor- 
tant. Roller said. 
"It provides an additional 
guarantee and makes explicit 
what might otherwise only be 
assumed or ignored," be said. 
After debate and discussion, a 
secret-ballot   vote   was   re- 
quested. A two-thirds majority 
was needed for the amendment 
to pass and after the votes were 
counted, they had two-thirds 
plus one. Of the 62 ballots cast, 
42 voted in favor of the amend- 
ment, 18 voted against it and two 
abstained. 
Lisa Birnbach, author of 
"The Official Preppy Handbook" 
and 
"Lisa Birnbach's College Book" 
stars in the 
Lisa Birnbach 
Comedy Hour 
Wednesday, February 27 
8:00 p.m. 
Grand Ballroom, Union 
tjoo 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR 
♦Heat    *Water     *Cable ♦Trash Removal 
All included 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT 
OF $10.00 PER MONTH IF 
LEASE 
IS SIGNED BY MARCH 31 
Locations available just 6 blocks from campus 
400 E. Napoleon     352-9135     9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by appointment 
STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 
1985-86 Employee Selection 
All students interested in employment at the SRC 
should take note of the following dates: 
February 25 




Applications available at Student Recreation 
Center at 7:00 a.m. (300 applications available) 
Screening of applications at SRC by staff and 
student employee board 
All applicants must return to the Student 
Recreation Center (no calls please)-those se- 
lected will sign up for an interview time on the 
19th, 20th, Mist 
Interviews held at SEC 
Names of 1985-86 (beginning Fall '85) Employ- 
ees will be posted at the SRC and Student 
Employment. 
Call Michelle Rolston with questions. (372-2711) 
FOUR OTHER amendments 
were also passed. Faculty Sen- 
ate Chairman Art Neal de- 
scribed the other four 
amendments as primary 
changes needed in the Charter 
because of the acceptance of the 
first amendment. 
AthletiCS Continued 
United States'. Instead of the 
traditional A, B, C, D and F, 
schools in Ontario use the num- 
ber system- 90, 80, 70 and 60. 
"IN HIGH SCHOOL, because 
we had a different way of giving 
marks, a lot of people thought 
I'd have trouble.'' Gribble said. 
"They thought I'd have trouble 
coming out of grade 12. I had 
about a 73 (average) which was 
considered good. Ithought I was 
prepared to come (to the Uni- 
versity)." 
However, not everyone on the 
University's hockey team had 
Gribble's success. 
Brian McKee, a freshman 
sports marketing promotion ma- jor finished last semester with a 
1.8. 
McKee attributed the rough 
start to the difference in attitude 
toward education between high 
school and a university. 
"In high school, you could do just enough to get by," McKee 
said. "It's a lot more serious 
here. In high school, you can 
miss a week of school and get 
right back into it." 
McKee said that the Univer- 
sity puts more graded weight on 
the exams than homework and 
class assignments in high 
school. He said it will be up to 
him to improve. 
"I'll just have to give myself a 
kick in the butt." McKee said. 
"My mother will also push me. 
Last semester the school sent 
my report card home and she 
got it - then I got it. 
"I KNOW there's no way I can 
get a job without an education," 
he said. "I think if I could start 
over, I could get a 2.S. I'd be 
happy with a 2.5 - I'm not an 
honors student." 
Voll, a first year coach at the 
University, is also making sure 
his freshmen make the proper 
adjustment. One of his five 
freshmen, Barb Bishop, was de- 
clared ineligible after earning a 
1.66. 
Voll said he is not only con- 
cerned with getting Bishop 
through each semester; he is 
more interested in her long-term 
_ it now, let's get her back 
on track so she can help us in the 
next couple of years." voll said. 
"It's a matter of budgeting time 
so that when they get to be juniors and seniors they will 
know how to study. We want our 
kids to succeed." 
"The first semester I blew it 
off," Bishop said. "This semes- 
ter I'm studying more. I go to 
study tables. That way, you 
have to study for two hours a 
night. Everyone that goes there 
is there to study. This semester 
I'm going to take it more se- 
riously and get better grades." 
Study tables are not the only 
ways Voll uses to help freshmen 
adjust to college academics, as 
he will "take the basketball 
away from the kids." On one 
occasion, freshman Chris Mossy 
did not travel to the game 
against Miami so she could 
study for a test the next day. 
Tomorrow, a look at bow foot- 
ball player Bernard White over- 
came academic difficulties. 
ROCKLEDGE MANOR 
LARGE APARTMENTS 
• Two bathrooms • Garbage disposal 
• Dishwasher • Laundry facilities available 
•Plenty of extra storage space- 
Located on corner of S. College and 6th 
Call 352-3841, 12-4 p.m. or 354-2260 
John Newlove, Real Estate 
S DELTA GAMMA PROUDLY 
|?   ANNOUNCES THEIR NEW INITIATES 
-3° Susan Bichsel Anne McNary 
j^Kerin Bischoff Vicki Metz 
•4P Julie Campbell 
~J? Vanessa Coffey 
Ip Susan Dioneff 
JP Colleen Drenta 
IpDawn Ference 
^P Jennifer Garvin 
jp Cathy George 





































FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIP 
Deadline: Tuesday, March 19,1985 
Office of the Vice President for University 
Relations 
The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was estab- 
lished in 1973 in recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished service in 
the broadcasting industry and as a member of Congress and as a trustee of Bowling 
Green State University. 
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to pursue 
careers in public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political 
or governmental service, public health, community service, law or some other 
public affairs field). A rising senior is a student with a minimum G.P.A. of 3.2 who 
will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her senior year, and who will graduate no 
sooner than May 1986. Each fellow will receive $1500. Fellows will be selected by 
a committee composed of BGSU faculty, a vice president of the University and a 
representative of the Reams family. The selection of fellows will be based on an 
initial screening process and further review which may include personal interviews. 
The application form and all support mat rials, including letters of recommendation, 
must be submitted to the Office of the Vice President for University Relations-Mileti 
Alumni Center by 5 p.m. Tuesday, March 19, 1985. 
Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement of the awards which will 
be presented at a luncheon on Tuesday, April 16, 1985. 
Applications available in the Office of th6 Vice President for University Relations- 
Mileti Alumni Center or in the School of Journalism office, 103 University Hall. 
IMIOIQPBOOQ «B 
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Shultz cites 'bad news 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sec- 
retary of State George Shultz 
yesterday described the 
Sandinista leadership in Ni- 
caragua as a "bad news gov- 
ernment" and said the 
Reagan administration is de- 
termined to prevent the per- 
manent installation of a 
Soviet-dominated regime 
anywhere in Central Amer- 
ica. 
"I see no reason why we 
should slam the door on peo- 
ple just because they have 
been taken behind the Iron 
Curtain," Shultz said. 
Defending the administra- 
tion's policy of covert aid for 
rightist "contra" guerrillas, 
the secretary said he rejects 
the idea that once a Soviet- 
supported government is es- 
tablished in Latin America, it 
can never be changed. 
"We do have a moral duty 
to support people who are 
trying to bring about freedom 
in their country," Shultz said. 
"While we are promoting 
democratic reform through- 
out Central America, the So- 
viet Union and Cuba are 
abetting the establishment of 
a communist dictatorship in 
Nicaragua." 
Shultz testified before the 
House Foreign Affairs Com- 
mittee on the administra- 
tion's $14.8 billion military 
and economic foreign aid 
package for fiscal year 1986. 
THERE IS deep opposition 
to a resumption of aid to the 
contras among members of 
the Democratic-controlled 
committee, and Shultz fended 
off questions from a number 
of members critical of admin- 
istration policies in Central 
America. 
In about a month, Congress 
is expected to vote on whether 
to restore $14 million in co- 
vert aid to the Nicaraguan 
guerrillas. 
Urging Shultz to sponsor 
multilateral negotiations 
among Latin American coun- 
tries with Nicaragua, Rep. 
Gerry Studds, D-Mass., said, 
"Surely the struggle for free- 
dom should be something 
more than a struggle between 
our terrorists and their ter- 
rorists." 
Shultz said the Sandinista 
leaders have repeatedly 
failed to meet pledges for 
making democratic reforms 
and have never taken U.S. 
efforts to arrange peace nego- 
tiations seriously. 
"What we have in Managua 
is a government that is a bad 
news government," he said. 
THE   ADMINISTRATION 
supports the need for negotia- 
tions to end the fighting, he 
said, but added it should not 
be done without guarantees 
that Nicaragua would remain 
free of Soviet control and 




Farm loan fund dwindling 
Art teacher wins suit over firing 
FAIRMONT, W.Va. (AP) - A 
Marion County art teacher who 
said she mistakenly gave her 
students X-rated "Fritz the Cat" 
comics will receive more than 
$120,000 to settle her wrongful 
firing suit, officials said yester- 
day. 
Teresa DeVito was fired in 
June 1979 from her job at Rives- 
ville High after she distributed 
comic hooks describing the 
randy feline's adventures to 
eighth-grade students. 
Mrs. DeVito appealed, saying 
she thought at the time that the 
Special Offer 
Carousel 
Beauty Shop (£: 
$5 
HAIRCUTS 
30% off PERMS 
Ask for Peggy Or Susan 
k       Braiding Styles Available 
140 E. Wootl»f, 352-0800 
Mon -Set 9-5 30. Thurs   ti 8 p m 
tfKEDKEN       oJZZ™ NEXUS 
comics were about the different 
- and considerably more whole- 
some - cartoon character "Felix 
the Cat." The state Supreme 
Court eventually ruled that she 
should not have been fired as a 
result of the episode. 
The school board contended 
that Mrs. DeVito, an lft-year 
teaching veteran, intentionally 
distributed the sexually explicit 
cartoons because she was upset 
at being denied a transfer to 
North Marion High School. 
Her firing was upheld in 1983 
by the Marion County Circuit 
Court but the Supreme Court 
subsequently ordered that the 
school board reinstate her with 




ie settlement ap- 
Mrs. proved Monday will pay 
DeVito "in excess of $120,000." 
He said the settlement 
eludes $111,075 in back pay 
four full school years ana two 
in- 
fer 
Social Security, medical and 
dental benefits, and retirement 
system contributions. 
The exact amount of pay- 
ments and interest owed the 
retirement svstem will deter- 
mine the final settlement figure, 
Myers said. He said the set- 
tlement probably will be made 
in one lump payment and should 
not strap the board financially. 
When the board proposed its 
budget last August it earmarked 
$112,000 for a settlement, Myers 
said, "so we've got another 
$8,000-112,000 to come out of the 
budget." 
The settlement also calls for 
Mrs. DeVito to be hired as a 
substitute teacher at East 
Fairmont High School. Myers 
said an art teacher at the nigh 
school died in December, cre- 
ating an opening, and that Mrs. 
DeVito is eligible to apply for the 
vacancy. 
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio (AP) - 
The Ohio Farm Bureau Feder- 
ation began a series of hearings 
around the state yesterday to 
warn that the Reagan adminis- 
tration's farm proposals are al- 
ready beginning to dry up loan 
money that farmers need to 
begin planting this spring. 
Yesterday's meetings in 
Springfield and Findlay and to- 
day's meetings in Columbus and 
Akron were Triggered by Fed- 
eral Budget Director David 
Stockman's recommendation of 
a 15 percent cut in agricultural 
funding. The Ohio Farm Bureau 
Federation is also concerned 
about Agriculture Secretary 
John Block's proposed farm bill, 
which Farm Bureau officials 
called inadequate. 
C. William Swank, executive 
vice president of the Farm Bu- 
reau, said that if President Rea- 
gan were here, "I think he'd 
nave some pretty severe ques- 
tions put to him. I think this 
group would say that no matter 
what your administration's sug- 
gestion is, that Congress is not, 
cannot, and will not go along 
with the suggestions you made. 
"I think they'd say to Presi- 
dent Reagan if he was here, 
'What you re suggesting in 1986 
is killing us right now in 1985.'" 
BY EVEN SUGGESTING 
that farm supports should be 
eliminated and market prices 
should be allowed to drop by as 
much as $1 per bushel to world 
levels, the Reagan administra- 
tion has made financial institu- 
tions reluctant to give credit to 
farmers, Swank said. 
As a result, farmers are fac- 
ing severe credit problems en- 
tering the planting season, he 
said. 
The Ohio Farm Bureau is 
recommending a federal budget 
freeze to help whittle the deficit 
and a loosening of the money 
supply to help farmers seeking 
loans. 
The Farm Bureau also pro- 
poses that at least 50 percent of 
Commodity Credit Corporation 
loans for feed grains and wheat 
be available at sign-up time this 
spring, rather than in the fall. 
OTHER PROPOSALS in- 
clude: 
• An additional paid program 
for grain farmers who set aside 
10 percent of their land instead 
of growing grain. 
• Extension of the sign-up 
date for wheat and feed grain 
programs from March 1 to April 
1 to allow farmers another 
month to get their financing 
secure. 
•Using money from the 
state's rainy dav fund to expand 
the current linked deposit pro- 
gram, which would refinance 
farm loans at low-interest rates. ■ • Creation of a state program 
to buy land from lending institu- 
tions that have foreclosed on 
farmers. Under the proposed 
Agricultural Recovery Corp., 
the former owner would have 
the first right of refusal if the 
land is sold. 
The Farm Bureau says it rep- 
resents some 94,000 farm fami- 
lies in Ohio. 
Lee Snell, a Greene County 
corn and soybeans farmer who 
attended the meeting here, said 
farmers already are facing 
"very serious credit problems. 
Combating inflation by rais- 
ing interest rates "puts farmers 
in a squeeze you can't put up 








ENJOY GOOD LIVING WITH 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
Phone 352-9378 
835 High St. • Rental Office 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
9:00-4:30 Monday - Friday 
HAVEN HOUSE 
PIEDMONT-8th & HIGH ST. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST. 
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6th & 7th 
707 SIXTH ST. 
818 SEVENTH ST. 
Features: 
2 bedroom-carpeted 8 furnished 
Gos heat - gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas in each building 
Residents pay only lights 
Lots of closet space 
1 1/2 bath 
Special Features 
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which I 
has been built features the following: 
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool      * Sun Lamps 
• Indoor Heated Pool 
• Shower massage 
• Metos Sauna • Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, Efficiencies; 1  bdrm. 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
Wednesday, Feb. 20 
Christians In Communica- 
tions - There will be an infor- 
mal meeting at 6p.m. Anyone 
interested is welcome. Meet 
at the Union Information 
Desk and bring money for 
food. 
Peer Nutrition Consulting 
Service - Open today from 
11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. in the 
Student Wellness Center. Stop 
by room 220 of the Health 
Center or call 2-0302 for an 
appointment or more infor- 
mation. 
Concert - The duo of Bernard 
Linden on viola and Walter 
Baker at the piano will per- 
form at 8 p.m. in Bryan Reci- 
tal Hall of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center. The perfor- 
mance is open to the public 
free of charge. 
LEGAL-EASE 
KINKO'S STYLE. 
If you find too much of your valuable time is being wasted at your copy machine (fixing 
|ams, refilling paper trays, sorting, collating and stapling). Consider the alternative - 
kinko's 
At kinko's we'll handle all of your copy needs quickly and accurately. Call or come by and 
compare our quality and price. We know you'll be pleased with the results, 
also look for our nationwide network of electronic printshops to help you with interstate 




Sat    9:00-6:00 
Sun 12:00-5:00 
kinko's 
* MOTlONWIOe NETWORK Of HJCTPOWC PWNTSHOPS. 
325 E. Wooster 
(Across from Taco Bell) 
354-3977 




:aculty and Staff recieve 
10% off through 2/28/85 
McDonald Dining Hall 
M - F 4:15 -6:00p.m. 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
DON! MIND THE WALK IF YOU CAN SAVE MONEY? 
* 9 or 12 month leases 
* 2 bedrooms 
* furnished or unfurnished 
* 1*4 baths 
* Carpeted 
* Washer & Dryer in Building 
FREE water & sewer 
* Gas Heat 
* Priced for low groups of 2 or 3 
CALL NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
352-5620 328 S. Main 




WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Supreme Court said yesterday it 
will consider letting public 
schools allow students to meet 
during school hours for prayer 
and religious worship. 
The justices, urged on by the 
Reagan administration, said it 
will review a ruling that banned 
such meetings at a Williams- 
port, Pa., high school even 
though the school allows stu- 
dents to conduct virtually all 
types of non-religious meetings 
during the same periods. 
Administration lawyers at- 
tacked a federal appeals court's 
ban on the meetings, saying it 
casts constitutional doubt on a 
new federal law requiring public 
schools to provide "equal ac- 
cess" for student religious 
groups. 
The high court's decision is 
expected sometime next year. 
IN A BUSY DAY following a 
four-week recess, the justices 
also: 
•Ruled in a case involving San 
Antonio's mass transit system 
that Congress has broad power 
to require state and local gov- 
ernments to comply with federal 
labor laws, and presumably 
other federal laws and edicts as 
well. 
The court, in a blow to states' 
rights, said locally run transit 
systems must pay workers the 
minimum wage and overtime, 
which could result in higher 
fares for bus and subway riders 
in many cities. 
•Blocked an attempt to force 
the federal government to pay $4 
billion to the company that owns 
the closed-down Three Mile Is- 
land nuclear power plant in 
Pennsylvania, scene of a serious 
1979 accident. 
•Refused to revive a New 
York law that would impose 
mandatory death sentences for 
prison murders committed by 
Inmates already serving lengthy 
terms. 
•Turned down the appeal of 
Roxanne Pulitzer, who con- 
tended she was unfairly denied 
more money in her 1982 divorce 
in Florida from publishing heir 
Peter Pulitzer after a triaTfUled 
with lurid testimony of incest 
and adultery. 
•Let stand the Federal Com- 
munications Commission's ap- 
proval of a telephone rate 
system likely to add $1 to the 
monthly bills of most Americans 
later this year. 
The school prayer dispute, 
another outgrowth of the Su- 
preme Court s 1962 decision out- 
lawing organized prayer 
sessions in public schools, arose 
when a group of students at 
Williamsport Area High School 
sought permission to form a 
religious group. 
The students wanted to meet 
twice a week during the 2,500- 
student school's 30-mlnute activ- 
ity periods. 
During those periods, held just after homeroom, about 25 
different student groups as var- 
ied as the Future Homemakers 
of America, the Spanish club, 
the ecology dob, band, choir 
and the school newspaper meet. 
The student religious group 
initially won approval to meet, 
but after about 45 students at- 
tended the first meeting they 
were told further meetings 
would be "legally improper." 
The First Amendment bans 
the "establishment" of religion 
bygovernment. 
Ten members of the group 
sued the school district in 1982 
charging that their freedoms of 
speech, religion and association 
and their right to equal protec- 
tion had been violated. 
Dredge urged 
PORT CLINTON. Ohio 
(AP) - A Cleveland firm's 
proposal to dredge an artil- 
lery testing site in Lake Erie 
for up to 60 million pounds of 
spent shells, shots and cas- 
ings has triggered concern 
among environmentalists and 
fishing experts and may raise 
some literally explosive is- 
sues. 
Westport Dredging Co. has 
asked the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers for permission to 
dredge 16 square miles of the 
lake floor in the area used as 
the country's primary artil- 
lery testing range during 
World War I and World War 
II, says Kathy Kurtz, a bi- 
ologist with the corps' regula- 
tory branch in Buffalo, Kurtz 
said the request is the first 
recorded by the Corps for that 
section of the lake, an area 
where Westport believes, 
based on U.S. Defense De- 
partment information, there 
are 40 million to 60 million 
pounds of castoff artillery 
materials. 
"We have some history on 
the area, and going back to 
the late 1800s to 1900s there 
has been no record of any 
salvage operations at this lo- 
cation." she said. 
THE COMPANY'S applica- 
tion said it wants to begin a 
two-year   dredging   project 
this spring in an area that 
extends northwest and north- 
east of the Locust Point reef, 
a notorious Lake Erie hotspot 
for walleye fishing. 
The impact on fishing and 
possible danger from live 
bombs and shells that have 
been lying on the lake bottom 
since World War II are the 
primary concerns about the 
proposal, said Kurtz. But she 
also believes the idea may be 
halted at the planning stage 
by opposition from state and 
federal agencies. 
"Because of the complexity 
of the project and the public 
concerns, I believe he (West- 
port) may run into some 
stumbling blocks they maybe 
didn't expect at the begin- 
ning," she said. 
Westport is not listed in 
Cleveland-area business di- 
rectories. The attorney listed 
on the firm's application as 
its representative, John Fox, 
was not in his office yester- 
day. 
The Corps will seek feed- 
back before the March 6 pub- 
lic notice deadline on the 
proposal from the state and 
federal Environmental Pro- 
tection Agencies, The Ohio 
Department of Natural Re- 
sources and the Ohio National 
Guard, which operated Camp 
Perry. 
Heart success 
LOUISVILLE Ky. (AP) -Wil- 
liam Schroeder became the first 
artificial heart recipient ever to 
leave the confines of a hospital 
yesterday, taking a brief ride in 
a wheelchair into the sunny 
lot at Humana Heart 
Two passing 12-year-old girls 
stopped to shake his hand and 
one of them kissed him, said 
Robert Irvine, a Humana 
spokesman. 
Schroeder, who received his 
implant 86 days ago, left the 
hospital about 4 p.m. EST, Ir- 
vine said, in a wheelchair with 
his heart powered by the small, 
portable Heimes drive system. 
Schroeder's wife, Margaret, 
showed Schroeder the house 
where he will live temporarily 
after he leaves the hospital and 
before returning to his home in 
Jasper, Ind. 
Meanwhile, doctors said the 
third artificial heart recipient, 
Murray Haydon. sat up yester- 
day, began drinking fluids and 
exercising, and might be able to 
get out of bed today. 
HAYDON HAD A slightly 
queasy stomach, probably a 
consequence of the stress of 
open heart surgery, said Dr. 
Allan Lansing, chairman of Hu- 





A survival kit to keep you going through the hot 
days and nights of Florida or wherever you may be 
headed. 
Group and single orders are welcome. Group 
name or greek letters may be inserted in the t— 
shirt design. (minimum 12 shirts) 
Orders must be placed by February 25 to receive 
kit by March 6. Place you order by calling or 
stopping in Wizard Graphics, 112 S. Main, Bowling 
Green. 354-3098. 
Be ready to break away when your bus, 
car, or plane takes off I 
Survive the fun and sun with your own Spring Break 
Survival Kit from Wizard Graphics, Inc. 
* These items are available in this fun kit for only 
$15.00 — a retail value of $25.00. 
Go South for the Winter. 
^Churchill's 









16 oz bottles 
O'Grady's 
Potato Chips 
regular, au gratin, & 
NEW hearty seasoning 
•1.09 
7 02. bag 
Keebler 
Deluxe Grahams 




Zesta Saltine Crackers 
99* 16 oz. box 
Reiter 
























WE OFFER THE WIDEST SELECTION 
OF DOMESTIC & IMPORTED BEER 
Churchill's 
1141 S. Main St. 
Bowling Green 
Hours: Monday - Sunday, 6am - lam 
 Prices effective through Sun. Feb. 24 
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'JEackage Deal" tomtom 
Lippke, Voyles mean double trouble to opponents 
by RooFrtQ 
sports reporter 
When Bowling Green's wom- 
en's basketball team needs a 
lift, coach Fran Voll sends his 
"Package Deal" into the game. 
Guards Sberrie Voyles (5-4) 
and Kim Lippke (5-5), known as 
the "Package Deal" to their 
teammatea because of their sim- 
ilar size and playing style, enter 
the game in tandem to try to 
spark the team and harass the 
opponents'guards. 
''It is always interesting when 
you have two people like Kim 
and Sherrie," Voll said. "They 
both have a tendency to pick us 
up and have a knack for playing 
well as soon as they get into the 
game." 
Coining off the bench is a role 
that both Voyles and Lippke 
''I like coining off the bench," 
Voyles said. "I can see what's 
going on in the game before I 
come in and it is easier for me to 
adiusttotbeflow." 
I'm starting to enjoy my 
role," Lippke said. "People are 
starting to notice us." 
GOING INTO the game to- 
gether also has its advantages 
for the duo. 
"Somehow we know what 
each other is going to do," 
Lippke said. "I can anticipate 
when she is going to turn the 
dribbler so I can double-team 
her man." 
"I always know that if I want 
to run with the ball that Kim will 
be there," Voyles said. "Kim 
also helps me on defense if I get 
beat by my man. We work well 
other so well." 
On Feb. 2 in BG's 6942 win 
over Ball State in Anderson 
Arena, the Falcons were strug- 
gling in the first half, with the 
score tied at 12. Voll sent Voyles 
and Lippke into the game mid- 
way into the first stanza to get 
BG going. 
THE RESULT was a 24-12 
lead for BG as the "Package 
Deal" forced the Cardinals into 
numerous turnovers resulting in 
easy Falcon baskets. Neither of 
voll also believes that having 
both go into the game together is 
benificial to the team. 
"They both have similar play- 
ing styles," he said. "They know 
what each other is going to do 
and that helps them in doing 
their Job. They compliment each 
1K*n£* 
PIZZA 1/2 PRICE TILL 9:00 
wrth beverage purchase 
WEDNESDAY ONLY 
1 Kim Lippke Sherrie Voyles 
|   INSIDE ONLY 352-3551   I 
THE INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL 
JUDICIAL BOARD 




MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON 
It's here the NEW 
PC 200 JJiyn  Deck PermComputer S^ 
Open 6 days a week 
Open Evenings Thursday & Friday 
and any other evenings by appointment 
-j■ M -ILCQ 190 S. Main St 
■»»*-'« Bowling Green 
OOOOCK 
Pick up an application for hearing 
officer and clerk positions at the Greek 
Life Office. Applications are due into 
Greek Life by 5 p.m. Mon., Feb. 25. They 
may also be turned in at the IFC meeting 
on Feb. 25, 9:15 p.m., McFall Center, 
Second Floor. 
Congratulations 
Delta Zeta Initiates 
EIGHTH STREET 
APARTMENTS 
803-815 Eighth Street 
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
'2 Bedrooms 
' Furnished and unfurnished 
'Air Conditioned 
'Gas heat 
' Laundry facilities 
'$26W300 per month 
' Interest on security deposits for 





' Furnished Townhouse Apartments 
'Gas heat 
'CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
' Laundry facilities 
' Garbage disposals 
' From $385-$460 per month 
GREENBRIAR- 
APARTMENTS 
215 E. Poe Rd. 
' 1 bedroom-furnished & unfurnished $195-$260 
' Effidencies-furnished & unfurnished $165-5180 
' Laundry facilities available 
'Electric heat 
D 
GREENBRIAR 224 E. Wooster 352-0717 
["    oLori ^/fnderi 
/fancy   Colburn 
J\aren  C,ffiott 
^Jerri  (.jiltitana 
fffaru   Kjranam 
JjuJan   Kjrimei 






U    ffault 
Il3arb   ifotardonato 
oLinda \Jberlin 
~J\aren Phillips 
friary (beth J4ottoii   oLiia Kix 
J\e"ee JKobu /Jennifer ZJurneu 
I'fancy    Vvation 
Steak &Shrimi 
19 It's the best of both worlds! Juicy' steak broiled just the way you like 
it, and delicious, deep fried shrimp. 
You'll also enjoy the World's 
Biggest, Best Salad Buffet 
(all-you-can-eat), 
baked potato and a 
warm roll with 
.--s butter. 
Bowling Green: 
1544 E. Woorter Street 
352-0461 
P0NDEBGS& 
them scored a point, but their 
steals and passes to fellow team- 
mates sparked the team. 
After the game, Voll credited 
Lippke and Voyles for waking 
the team up. 
"They came in and really 
sparked the team when we 
needed to have it," he said. "We 
were really struggling, but they 
came in and got things moving." 
Voyles andLippke took differ- 
ent paths at making the wom- 
en's basketball team following 
illustrious high school careers. 
Lippke, one of only two se- 
niors on the team, earned all- 
league and all-state mention at 
Stebbins High School (Dayton) 
and became the first female 
inducted into Stebbins' Hall of 
Fame. She then came to BG and 
made the team as a walk-on her 
freshman year. 
AFTER SEEING action in 
only five games that year, 
Lippke became the team's 
scorekeeper her sophomore sea- 
son. Her desire to play made her 
tryout for the team her junior 
year. 
"I love basketball," she said. 
"Being the team's scorekeeper 
just made me want to play 
more." 
In her junior year, Lippke 
saw action in only three games, 
without scoring. This season, 
she has played in 20 games, 
scoring 30 points, grabbing 23 
rebounds, and dishing out 20 
assists. 
"Kim gives us another pe- 
rimeter player," Voll said. 
"She's quick, a good bal- 
lhandler, and can put the ball 
Into the hole." 
Voyles, a sophomore, at- 
tended Homestead High School 
(Ft Wayne, Ind.), irfiere she 
holds school records for most 
points, assists and steals. Her 
senior year, she was named the 
MVP of her league. 
She chose BG over Central 
Michigan to continue her career. 
As a freshman, she saw action in 
16 games, scoring 12 points with 
13 assists. 
Voyles has appeared in 21 
games this season, averaging 
almost three points per outing. 
"Kim and Sherrie add so 
much to the team by coming off 
the bench," Voll said. "Every 
team needs to have a player that 
can come off the bench and pick 
the team up and we are fortu- 
nate to have two players who do 
that." 
Cincy adds two 
more to roster 
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cin- 
cinnati Reds said Tuesday they 
have signed two more winter- 
roster players, including Eric 
Davis, a leading candidate to 
start in center field for the Reds 
this season. 
Davis, 22, and infielder Wade 
Rowdon, 24, both signed one- 
year contracts for 1985, the Reds 
announced. The Reds have now 
signed 32 of the 40 players on 
their winter roster. 
Pete Rose, Cincinnati's 
player-manager, has said that 
Davis is his early favorite to 
start in center field. But Davis, 
who played in just 57 games for 
the Reds last season, faces a 
challenge from more experi- 
enced outfielders Gary Redus 
and Eddie Milner. Milner has 
been the Reds' center fielder, 
but was sidelined part of last 
season by hepatitis. 
Rose has said if the season 
were to open immediately, his 
choice for the starting outfield 
would be Cesar Cedeno in left 
field, Davis in center and Dave 
Parker in right. 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Rd      Bowling Green, Ohio 
352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included* gas heat'laundry facilities 
•drapes*carpet*party & game room 
•swimming pool*sauna 
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished 
Plus gas & electric. 




Landlord pays gas heat, water, sewage 
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa w/lease 
Pay for one, 
ike home two. 
1
  Mill-I    "II''  l   lll'l'S\     . I.   11,   lull-   |l|//.|   ||i.Ill    I.ill |,     I 
unit v\r . 11: i • >n 1.1 > it: 111 \ UI\I- yi HI IWII I'm     _ 
■ mil mil' is mi u   Hi 
I .ill   III.I     PUM'PUM1 
pizza! pizza! 
ROW I INft 112 Mercer St. 




with 2 lt#*Tl§ 
lor only lt.4* 
Mte..M*»DMM| 
2/MAM 
•nd neon* ■ loaf ol Cnuy Bi»«d'" 
or   32 oz. Soft Drink FREE 
2/MOS 
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Submitted for your approval. . . 
Turnaround puts BG in Twilight Zone 
It's too bad Rod Serling 
couldn't have lived long 
enough to witness the recent 
turnaround in Bowling Green's 
basketball team. 
Serling might have created 
his best episode of the Twilight 
Zone if he could have seen the 
Falcons play last week. 
"You are traveling through 
another dimension. A 
dimension of not only sight and 
sound, but also of mind. A journey into the wonderous 
land where the only boundries 
are those of imagination. Up 
ahead, the signpost of your 




"Meet the Bowling Green 
basketball team, a motley 
crew to say the least. Through 
most of the season BG has 
served only as a whipping boy for the other Mid-American 
Confernce teams. Its pathetic 
offense, the worst in the MAC, 
has only one legitimate scoring 
threat, a rail-thin guard named 
Keith Taylor." 
"Ordinarily this woeful team 
would be destined for the 
conference cellar. But in the 
world of make believe, 
anything can happen. And to 
the Falcons it will, as we 
enter. . . the Twilight Zone." 
With BG trailing by 12 points 
against Ohio University last 
Saturday, coach John Weinert, 
in what was considered a 
desperation move, inserted 
bench-ridden Freddie Bryant 
into the game. 
SUDDENLY, THE 6-10 
center, who many said had the 
coordination of Gerald Ford, 
,••.••$&. Reed this 
by Tom Reed 
sports reporter 
miraculously became a 
dominating inside force. In the 
last three games, Bryant has 
averaged 13 ppg., grabbed 21 
rebounds and Mocked 11 shots. 
And if Bryant's success story 
isn't odd enough, consider the 
plight of sophomore guard 
Frank Booker. 
Through most of the season, 
Booker has had about as much 
luck cracking the line-up as a 
college student has finding a 
clean pair of socks under nis 
bed. 
At the begining of the year, 
Booker was hounded by a knee 
injury; later he was struck 
down with the flu. Prior to last 
Wednesday's Central Michigan 
contest, the seldom-used 
Booker was laboring through a 
horrid shooting slump. 
But against Die Chippawas, 
Booker caught fire - hitting for 
14 points. In BG's win over 
Western Michigan, he 
connected on 8-of-13 shots for 
16 markers. 
However, the most amazing 
turnaround belongs to the 
Falcons' team offense. BG had 
been averaging just over 60 
ppg., but in its last two outings 
has tallied 72 and 88 points 
respectively. 
IN ADDITION, the Falcons 
no longer depend on Taylor for 
the bulk of their scoring. In the 
past three games, BG has 
placed at least three players in 
double figures. 
While several factors could 
have accounted for the 
dramatic about-face, Bryant's 
remarkable performance has 
definitely served as the 
catalyst. 
When a team is down, like 
the Falcons were, an 
unexpected boost can give a 
squad the confidence it needs. 
And when one player does 
surprisingly well, it's natural 
for his teammates to work 
harder. 
Against CMU and WMU, it 
appeared every BG player 
wanted to contribute. 
Now that the Falcons have a 
legitimate center, Anthony 
Robinson doesn't have to score 
solely from the pivot. 
Saturday, Robinson notched 19 
points, with most of them 
coming on perimeter shots. 
While most think of him as a 
shooter, Taylor lately has 
proved he is also an excellent 
passer. Against the Broncos, 
Taylor repeatedly threaded the 
ball inside to Bryant and 
Robinson for assists. 
SINCE THE offense no 
longer revolves around Taylor, 
several of the younger players 
such as Booker and freshman 
Jeff Shook aren't hesitant to 
shoot. Against WMU, Shook, 
who is thought of more as a 
defensive player, took a 
season-high eight shots. 
All of this has translated into 
two straight wins and a 
rejuvenated outlook for the 
MAC tournament. 
The Falcons almost have to 
win all four of their remaining 
games to make the 
mmament. They start their 
quest tonight in Anderson 
Arena against Eastern 
Michigan at 8. 
BG faces long odds of 
making the playoffs - it would 
take a near miracle to beat 
Toledo and Kent State on the 
road. But stranger things have 
been known to happen, 
especially in the Twilight Zone. 
Anderson to QB at 
least another year 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Quar- 
terback Ken Anderson says be 
still enjoys playing football and 
he plans to return for at least 
one more season with the Cincin- 
nati Bengals. 
Anderson, 36, said he's de- 
cided to return for a 15th Na- 
tional Football League season, 
postponing retirement because 
he's not yet tired of playing. 
"I don't have it out of my 
system yet," Anderson said. "I 
think I can still play." 
Anderson suffered through an 
injury-riddled 1984 season, 
which ended with his impressive 
a in a 52-21 rout of the Buffalo 
. After the game, Anderson 
indicated he was thinking of 
retiring. 
However, Anderson said he's 
now recovered from the shoul- 
der and back problems that kept 
him on the sidelines much of last 
year. 
"So far, I feel pretty good," be 
said. "But nobody's hit me in a 
couple of months." 
THE RAPPORT with Head 
Coach Sam Wyche, a former 
Bengals' quarterback, also fig- 
ured in the decision, Anderson 
said. 
"Last year was frustrating 
with the injuries and all that. 
But football-wise, it was a fun 
year," Anderson said. "There's 
a good atmosphere with Sam. 
And it was nice to be able to play 
well at the end." 
Anderson briefly lost the start- 
ing job last season when he was 
hurt and rookie Boomer Esiason 
played well as the fill-in. No. 2 
quarterback Turk Schonert also 
was impressive last season, but 
was sidelined by two shoulder 
injuries. 
Wyche said Anderson will be 
the team's No. 1 quarterback 
going into training camp this 
summer, but he wouldn't guar- 
antee him the job. 
'He finished (as) our starter, 
so he lines up first," Wyche said. 
"But you can't project how play- 
ers are going to come in. 
Boomer was in today and he's 
working out hard, and I know 
Turk is working out hard." 
Assistant General Manager 
Mike Brown welcomed Ander- 
son's decision to return, but also 
said it doesn't mean he'll stay 
the team's starter. 
"He's done a complete job for 
us for a long time," Brown said. 
"And we're not going to hurry 
him out the door. Hell leave on 
his own terms, which is the way 
we feel it ought to be for a player 
of his caliber. And we don't think 
that time has come. I've seen 
some good quarterbacks in the 





CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cin- 
cinnati Reds are looking for a 
new Florida spring training 
camp in case they cannot reach 
agreement with Tampa, Fla., 
officials to retain the club's cur- 
rent Tampa spring base, a Reds 
executive said Monday. 
The National League club has 
used Tampa as a spring training 
base for 51 of the last 54 years. 
But the Reds' lease on Al Lopez 
Field and Redsland expires af- 
ter the 1967 season, Reds Gen- 
eral Manager Bill Bergesch 
said. 
BERGESCH SAD) the Reds 
are aware that Tampa officials 
are hoping to lure a major- 
league baseball team to the west 
Florida city. The Reds are also 
aware that Lopez Field would be 
a logical site for building a ma- 
jor-league caliber ballpark, be- 
cause it stands next to Tampa 
Stadium, home of the Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers and Tampa 
Bay Bandits pro football teams. 
,:It would come right across 
our property," Bergesch said. 
"We can't afford to get caught 
short. We've got to protect our- 
selves." 
Bergesch has investigated at 
least four potential Florida sites 
for a Reds spring training base: 
Port St. Lude, Lake Worth, Co- 
conut Creek and Port Charlotte, 
near Naples. 
think spring! UNIVERSITY THEATRE PRESENTS 
William Shakespeare's 
AS YOU LIKE IT 
February 21-23 
and 





NOW RENTING FOR 
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR 
* Two-bedroom apartments 
'Fully furnished 
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up 
and water paid by owner 
'Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed 
available 
$560 per person per semester (4 people) 
Located at Clough & Mercer Sts. 1 block 
behind McDonalds Restaurant. 
Call Rich at 352-7182 
OFF-CAMPUS LIVING 
Your Business Prof will tell you that LOCATION 
is the single most important element in Real Estate. 
Your friends (and our residents) will tell you how 
nice it is to live in a location only three minutes 
from Classrooms, the Ad Building, Student Book 
Exchange, Clothing Store, Mark's Pizza Pub, Univer- 
sity Cleaners, Dorseys Drugs, Sterling Convenience 
Store, Banks and many other businesses. 
Other Apartment Owners have told us CAMPOS 
MANOR is the PREMIER LOCATION for stu- 
dent off-campus living. 
We will tell you that CAMPUS MANOR is a great place to live. 
Visit CAMPUS MANOR ■■ the close-by apartments. 
OFFICE - 505 Clough Street, B-15 
PHONE - 352-9302 24 hours answering service 
Want to win a FREE PARTY with WRQN & 
KNEE'S? The university with the BEST ATTEN- 
DANCE will win. the PARTY WARS COMPETI- 
TION! Busses running horn the BGSU Union Oval 
at 8:00, 9:30 A 11:00 with numerous return trips 
bad during the evening. So if you're 18 & up come 
and represent BGSU TONIGHT at RENEE'S in 
"PARTY WARS" against the University of Toledo! 
BpSjtJ 
4V 
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
Feb 20, 1985  
Special education teacher Ohio LDBO 
tmMatan netidtnnol students wrtn behav- 
Oriel proCtana Year-round poaMon 40 
hre./wfc Wan involvement n Dan work Peer 
group therapy t famty counaaang Salary tor a 
BA • $18,680 -*rth maaMra $20766 Bene- 
nta health $ dental neurance 5 wka. at 
purpoaa leave Recruiters ** bo at BGSU 
ptacamant office on Tuoa March 5 between 10 
am a 5 pm MaM spots lor 3-5 with the 
placement orapa  
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
• ADVERTISING CLUB ■ 
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE 
Fan  18m to F«0 22nd 
BA FOYER 
3 SEMESTERS FOR THE PRICE OF 2 
 JOIN NOW AND SAVE  
Artannon al paychokxjy majors' P»> CrwUPA 
meeting Wad 2 20 at 7 30 pm In 2nd door 
lounge Psychology Buarjrng Dr Ba Bauer wi 
apeak about Oduetral/organuatOnai 
paycnology  
Attention al students' 
EstaMah traa craoK wan a MaraVon cradrl card 
and gal may chain tree' Tuaa and Wad it tna 
BA looby Sponsored by AMA and Seang and 
Salee Management CU>  
Attention All Education Hajari: 
TMa Thuraday, February 21, IMS at 7:00 pm 
In 11B BA. building. EESAB will praaent Or 
Roman Carat In HOW TO TAKE THE NA- 
TIONAL TEACHERS EXAMINATION (NTE) 
Please plan on attending this Important 
■tdaatajo,  
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS! 
MEMBERS ARE REMINDED THAT ANYONE 
CAN SELL RAFFLE TICKETS —EVEN IF 
THEY ARE NOT GOING TO NEW ORLEANS. 
THERE WILL BE CASH PRIZES $ BLUE CHIP 
POINTS GIVEN TO THOSE SELLERS NOT 
GOING TO THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE. IF 
INTERESTED CONTACT TERRY KEHOE 054- 
774$) OR MIKE MARCUS (354-J.27B) TO GET 
TICKETS - GET INVOLVED. 
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 
WILL MEET AT 1:00 p.m. ON WEDNESDAY, 
FEBRUARY 20, 1 Mi IN THE CAPITAL ROOM 
Of THE STUDENT UNION. WE ARE PLAN- 
WHO A PARTY. PET INVOLVED.  
Now farming Commodore 84 User's Group 
Over 428 Put*: Domain proga avail Only 
55 00 per year Meeting 113A Hayes Fob 21 
al 7 30 tor more Into cH Cnrta al 384-7327 
PLANNINO TO TAKE A LANGUAGE IN FALL 
19857 PLACEMENT TESTS WSJ. BE GIVEN 
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 23. 19S6. ROOM 
300 UNIVERSITY HALL AT 9:00 AM NO 
PHE-REOISTRATION IS NECESSARY F 
YOU HAVE QUESTIONS CALL 2-2081 " 
THE ART OF TAWNQ CARE OF YOURSELF- 
WED FEB 20: FILM PRESENTATION about 
rape. Prout Lounge, 7:30p m NUTRITION a 
WEIGHT CONTROL, 7p m . upstairs. SRC' 
THE PEER NUTRITION CONSULTING SERV- 
ICE M OPEN TODAY FROM 11 :$0 AM 10 1:00 
PM M THE STUDENT WELLNESS CENTER, 
ROOM 220 HEALTH CENTER. Q-OSOt) 
WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION IS HAVING 
A SPECIAL COFFEE HOURS WITH A SUOE 
SHOW ON GREECE AT 3 00 pm ON FEB 21 
AT 17 WILLIAMS HALL FREE REFRESH- 
MENTS AND SNACKS OPEN FOR ALL STU- 
DENTS FREE ENTRANCE        
LOST & FOUND 
LOST: KEY CHAIN WITH 2 CATS (BOYTON) 
ON IT  3 KEYS ARE ATTACHED. IF FOUND 
PLEASE CALL 2 5130  
Room key lost on campus Mon night. 
Cel 2-3980  
FOUND   Computers In Society Book. Friday 
Fab 15 Cat 2-1392  
FOUND 1 Odd necklace on Fob 12 In Unrver- 
sty Hal Cel lo identity 352-1052  
PERSONALS 
RIDES 
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS I 
THERE ARE STILL SOME SLOTS LEFT OPEN 
FOR THE GM TOUR ON MARCH t. CONTACT 
JON    FRICKE   AS   SOON   AS   POSSIBE    IF 
INTERESTED IN ATTENDING.  
ATTENTION!! MEP APPLICANTS FOR FALL 
1985IIPRE-REGISTRATION MEETING. 
THURSOAY. FEB21  8 30-8 OOp m , 615 
LIFE SCIENCE BUILDING 
YOU MUST BE THERE!! 
BACCHUS MEETING 
ELECTIONS! 
WED 8 30 - TONIGHT 
105 HAYES 
EVERYONE WELCOME 
CHRISTIANS IN COMMUNICATION — 
MEETING OPEN TO ALL   WILL MEET  AT 












1068 North Main St. 
352-8434 
f %W9tt aVM 99$ftlM 
NEEO A RIDE TO OHIO U  THIS WEEKENO 
WILL PAY $$$ CALL MAURY AT 2-5833 OR 
2-0331  
Rkto Needed 
2 need ride to North Carosna  Ralegh or New 
Bam area lor spring break Cel 354-7808 
Ride needed to N Ctmstead area Thurs2/21 
thru Sun 2/24 Gas money Staoey 2-3867 
HELP" RkM needed to Ohio University Feb. 
22-24. Can leave Thurs  or return Mon. Wl 
pay $$$ lor gas Pleoeo cel Deb- 2-5974 
rude needed to Noithweal Columbus on 2/21 
or 2/22. Return on 2/24 or 2/25. Win heap with 
Bis. Pleoee cell KaHy 17MI7I  
SERVICES OFFERED 
Fouls Typing 
Superior quality on a xerox memory writer 
$1 00/pege  On campus pickup (M-F) 4:00 
pm 889-2579 
Abortion, pregnancy tests 
student rates 
CENTER FOR CHOICE 
downtown Toledo 
419-255-7769 
Alpha Skje. Dels, and Gamma Ptss. 
Lars aojan away with First place « the DELTA 
GAMMA ANCHOR SPLASH   Get psyched. 
Your coaches- Susan. Koty and Krtatm 
Attention Sigma Oils. P»aa and Alpha Cms: 
Anchor Splash w* be so tun. wel show mom 
al who's 11. To Cooper pool we wl oath, and 
Ban wel win the Anchor Spleen1 Love. Your 
coaches. Amy. Sue and Krtaey  
Tna mnutia—iiniy Council judicial Board ha* 
posAone avaaabte aa Hearing Officers and 
Clerks lor 1986-88 LIB Is an exceSsm oppor 
tunffy tor some valuable experience tor you! 
Appecabona available In the Greek He office 
and must be back In by 5 pm Monday. February 
26 They can also be turned «i at the IFC 
Mating M 9.16 «i the 2nd noor ol McFal 
Canter on February 25. 
Student Rec Center apptcetlone tor employ- 
ment (1985-88 School year) svWsble Feb- 
ruary 25 at the SRC. 7 OOam  
Brian, 
Thank! lor al the run we tied al dele party. 
These pest weeks have been great and I'm so 
glad met I could share them with you! Cent wait 
to do I again! 
Love, Led 
CC*IGRATULATIONS LAURA NEUBAUER ON 
YOUR ALPHA XI DELTA — THETA CHI 
LAVAUERING TO ROD ANDREWS! 
 LOVE. YOUR ALPHA Kl SISTERS 
DELTA PSI KAPPA JUMP—A-THON 
1:00p.m. SUNDAY, FEBRUARY J4, 1SSS 
EPPLER SOUTH GYMNASIUM 
COME JOIN THE FUN. 
ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE 200 EPPLER 
SOUTH  
Dais. 
Thanks tor a lantsatlc tea on Friday! You al are 
greet! 
Love, The PN Mue 
Do you hate to oTerTT? 
But sis need to lose some extra pounds before 
beach season? Find out how to do I and sta 
have tun whss you eat See Suzy $ Annette si 
Henna Hal Room 107 on Thuraday night at 8 
pm or cel 1 600-452 2600 ext 667 
OFT PSYCHED DELTA SK3S' 
AU YOU LITTLES AND BIGS. 
For Area Conference la near 
And it's in BG this year! 
So aunglaaaea at night wel wear. 
And brotherhood wel share. 
At we welcome other chapters 
For a weekend of eertousnees and laughter 
Come ton In me tun. 
f Al we need Is the sun) 
 So smea Everyone'  
Student Rec Center applications for employ- 
ment (198588 school year) rneJUble February 
25 tithe SRC. 7 00am  
Gordon, 
Thanks tor such a great time at data party   It 




Congratueyaont on your Phi Mu-Phl Deri pinning 
Love. Your PN Mu Sisters 
Here's something tun lor avsrybody 
ktfrsmursls Indoor Soccer. Entries 
art due Feb 21« at 10$ Student 
Rec Center by 4:00.  
HEY PHI TAUS. DEE ZEES AND ATO's- 
ANCHOR SPLASH IS FUN FOR ALL. 
ITS REALLY GONNA BE A BALL 
IT'LL BE FUNNER THAN ITS EVER BEEN. 
AND YES. BY GOSH. WE'RE GONNA WIN" 
LOVE. YOUR DEE GEE COACHES. 




Brand Crispy Corn Chips 
Available in 
Tender Corn and 
Tangy Cheese Flavors 
Save 20 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
l LMd-ng 
6 Home or DM 
fono**' 
11   Tot*l  ADtK 
14 Fabulous lur 





20 VIP m DC 
21 Cou'lroom 
statement* 
23 Lnaaa  
24 Winter apple 
25 Former welfare 
agcy 
28 Stadium sound 
29 LouisOuatorire 
30 Invitation mil 
32 Roosevelt 0*0 
grapner Joseph 
35 Miss Ketl el al 
36 Sour 
40 Coal 3i« 
41 Roger Moore 
ro-e<v(h 
'The ) 




45 Buffalo Bin 
46 Student tret 
47  voiente 
(God willing I 
49 Roman god- 
des> ol night 






56 Place for 
titffciovj 
59 As well 
60 With or 
without, eg 
62 " tonfla 
63 Certain trecK 
piece 
64 UKe  
66 WhisKey 
66 PuD pastime 










7 Bugle can v«r 
8 Bulldogs' 
9 To have, in 
Le Havre 





12 River lo Ihe 
Seme 
13 Rendezvous 
18 Flower part 
22 Thaw line 
on a map 
25 Certain exam 
26 Verb forming 
suffix 




34 Augers, awit 
etai 





44 O Casey and 
Connery 
46 3rd can. 
Gaelic poet 
50 Intlfument for 
Shankar 
51 Atlanta campus 
52 Old torm of 
address 





61 Subj of 
Peter Ackroyd'l 
Mo 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE: jlCICISI IS TO [UDU 11 IT IE I 
LaLjeeU    IJUJUll   IIUl'lCl 
BHC1U    ItllfJllil   ULJIll'J 
r.iHIIIHLI       I.II.II4I1 iti'in     uninuuu 
111.111    MHIIM    H'.'lllllll 
IIHl'il.ir.i    HI.II'll'I   II  in 
II1I1HUH       II  III 
tlULlti        [JUIaUlJ 
l.'.IUI.Ial    UteV.lii       I4llli;j 
t    i    «    i   ^Bi    '         •    is |H"   1' 
1              jr 
PrPr^ fj^B" ■ ■ 
L                W 1 1 
Hay Sivlmmers ol PN Mu. Earn Theta PI. and 
PN Kaoos Pal. Get ready to back stroke to 
victory1 Anchor Splash IS etnoat here. Hope 
you're psyched' 
 Your coaohee. Jonrstor, Lynn a Betsy 
Ifa JEFF MACK'S txrthdayllll! 
So atop m al Lake Erie Sport* and arlah Vie 
manager a happy 26tn. .give or take a lew 
esr*  
Jell. Coeeen. Bob. Qrna. Bl. Suzanne. Brian. 
Seturoey night waa reet, greet. 
I oouHn'l have gotten a better delel 
Our partying ablty haa proven herrj-oora. 
chugging one bottle and going tor morel 
We abeorutery muat do tNs again. 
tie OZ women, and you WHO PI Kapp Man! 
Love, fjapbt- Your Chaurreur 
rtsMg Jr. a tr. Specie! Ed. majors ONLY. 
ApeUcetkme evelleble at (pecUl Ed. Dept 
out MARCH a. ttaa  
Trivial Pursuit Tournament benerMng Sierra 
Cajb Portakte. TolarJo Feb 2324. 930 am 
•500 00 flrst prbel Pre rerjratratlon. $30 per 2 
person Mam ■ $35 00 at door. Mat namee 
address i lee to Sierra Club. 1246 Hokjste 
Maurnee Oh  43537  Ph   I 475S020 
Happy 20th We love yl! 
UT vt BGSU 
MOA OANCEATHON 
FEB 22 • FEB 23 
SIGN—UP AT KOHL HALL 
FRONT DESK ANYTIME1 
The Dee Gees 
Joe Jurkovac, 
YOU 'BE TEIWFICI 
I'm so glad we got together Saturday beotuae I 
had • great time with you at the dale party. 
Hope lo tea more of you! 
Love, Karen 
Mat Kan, 
Good luck on your two 
day!! 
exams and have a super 
Your roomie, Barb 
Kapos Stga, Alpha Delta and Ooklenhesne 
Get psyched tor DO Anchor (ottshll 
Your aeeotitt Ins yowl 
KKQ. SAE. Beta UT Sia'i 
Good kick to ai our anchor spleen teems Get 
psyched and have t Beaut 
Love. Your DQ coachea 
LOOKtrO FOR A NEW ROMANCE? FEAIT 
YOUR EYE* ON THE GORGEOUS 
FRATERNITY tATMNG REALmES AT THE 
DEE OEE/SAE BEER SPLASH. SATURDAY AT 
THE CO^raWOhra. It THERE.  
MARCIALIDOY- 
CCWGHATIILATIONS ON YOUfl 
ENGAGEMENT TO JOHN 
LOVE. TONYA ANO NANCY 
Student Rec Center tpflefrallnna lor employ. 
ment (1985-86 school year I avaeeble February 
25 at Ihe SRC. TOOT.  
PM Tail *M*S W. 
Had a great lime getting Red Hot at DZ One 
Party! Good luck this wietend at O.S.U. 
Love, Throes 
Pick up Marching lend recordartepes Tuee- 
Trksra 1:30-3:50,1012 Musk BMg. Extras ■till 




Feb. 24 at 3pm 
K08ACKERHALL 
Tickets asejaua aj 
746 Fab 24 In Kobecker Lobby  
SALE - SALE - SALE 
JeenaN TtHnga 
531 Ridge Open lonighl tl Spm 
(AM IS HAPPY HOURS— 4 TO earn 
IF YOU ARE 21, WE WRJ. BE HAPPY 
TO SERVE YOUI 
HO tr awtOCHLE MARATHON It COMIKOI 
Sigma Nu. ZBT s Alpha PN, 
Get psyched lor anchor spleen Good Luckll 
Love. Your OG coeches 
Sounds aXo a wlrnlno Mam: 
Phi Darts. Alpha Gams a Fka's 
GET PSYCHED FOR ANCHOR SPLASH 
Spring bete tune ups $14 96 Earty bird special 
the 1st 20 people receive a met eyeing cap 
Purcera Beuf Shop  131 W Wooster (Down 
townl 
Student Rec Center arv^atjom tor employ- 
ment (1985-86 school ye«) available February 
25 at the SRC. 7:00am 
VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE FRATERNITY 
BATHING BEAUTY THIS WEEK IN THE 
UNION WINNERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED 
SUNDAY AT THE DELTA GAMMA ANCHOR 
SPLASHII  
Q Whet a WELLNMS7 
A The integration of body, mind, end spelt- the 
appreciation that everything you do. and trank, 
and feel, and baeavo haa an Impact on your 
stale o( health 
Want more  mtor? Check out the Student 
Wetnees Center 220 Health Canter 2-0302 
A GREAT OPPORTUNITY 
Lose weight end cam good money it the 
seme lime. No lees, no obligttlons. For more 
Into, cel t6XH«»  
Progressive company seeking ambmoue InOV 
vldual lor summer employment Excellent expe 
nance lor the buamea-rranded MMdual 
fMrautng a buasieaa degree Wl involve the 
cocetenaDon ol outings and special events 
Minimum of two years of under graOuate atudy 
and asxtjia hours a mutt. Send personal 
Inlurrrejlon or relume to: Oeeiqs Lake Person- 
nel   Dept,   1060  Aurora  Rd .   Aururs    OH 
44202.  
Student wanted to manege ernes apaiaviont it 
exchange lor rent oonceeaion Must be honeat, 
phaasant I mechanicaty mcaned   Cel  623 
6015 (local altar 6pm|    
GrjVrERNMENT JOBS $15.000-$o0.000/yr 
poeeKe    Al  occupetMna   Cat   1-605-687 
6000 Ext R-9649 lot Ir^omwaon  
VAN WERT CO. SEEKS HUMAN RESOURCE 
MAJOR FOR SUMMER CO-OP. MUST HAVE 
COMPLETED SOPHMORE YEAR WITH AT 
LEAST A 1.0 0»A. PAYS ABOUT $7.00 AN 
HOUR. CALL THE CO—OP OFFICE FOR 
DETAILS. J72-24SI   OR STOP BY 212 ADM. 
•too  
FOR SALE 
FOR SALE COMPACT REFRIGERATOR 4 8 
CU FT $100 VERY GOOD CONDITION. 2 
YEARS OLD CALL DAVE 364-8272 
WANTED 
Two Itrnatot need one lemaM lo share apart- 
ment on Scott Hamilton Rd . only feminist non- 
smokers need  reply   Contact  Woman  tor 
Women at 372-2281 lor more Into  
3 lemaree need 1 nonemoking reoportetjto 
lernare roommate tor 1965-88 school year. 
Brand new apartment In Haven House Com- 
pk» Cel Koty 364-6624  
Roommate headed for SprwvjrSumrrter 
Apt Comer of S Coaage a Nepoleon 
near drtve-thru. Reesonable. Cat Don 
or Demon 364-8141.  
Needed- 1 or 2 female roommates for fal and 
spring '85'86 1 block from campue Cel 354- 
7404  
2 Firraaa rorjmmaaaa netdtd tor 85-66 year. 
Close lo campus Free gas and heart. 
Cel 362 0530  
NEEDED 2 F NON-SMOKING ROOMMATES 
85-66 SCHOOL YR CALL 353-9395 
HELP WANTED 
AIRLINES HIRING, $14-139 000' Steward 
esses neeervallonlat! Wortovnde' CM lor 
Qukla. rjrectary,  Newetettor    1-(916| 944- 
4444 » BO At  
rjomputors. Entry level > experienced Wring 
now Cel tor detees 471-1440. 
Job Exchange Smal toe  
CRUISESWPS HMHG, $16-$30.0O0! Cerrt- 
baan, Hawol. World Cat for Glide. Directory. 
Newsletter   1-{916) 944-4444 x BG Cnaso 
Day detvery persons wanted. Apply 2-4. 
Di Benedetto's Sub-MeOuck   1432 E 
Wooster Nocaaaptoaae  
Earn $10 (or more) hourly • spare time Set up 
with fun product around campus. Indoors or 
out   Lightning  seeer   Send name,  address, 
phone number for sample and delate to 
Cotsge Student's Dream. PO Box 122. 
Medboro, Mass 01752  
STEVE ZABORWAK, FROM THE BAND. 
STRYKER 
SINGING YOUR FAVORITES, OLD A NEW. 
EVERY THURSDAY FROM 9-1 AT 
DwXNEDtTTO't 
1432 t WOOSTER 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Seeking talented, energetic, exciting 
experience   Musical talent needed-vocel 
sndfor Instrumental. Audtllons-requlred. 
Send resume only to: Entertainment 
116 Front St., Totodo.OH 4160$ 
The deadline tor elgrvup tor the Netlonsl 
Teacher's Examination (NTE) la coming 
aoom. Come to a presentation this Thursday. 
February 21, IMS et 7pm In 111 BA 
Questions will be answered on hoar lo study 
tor the NTE. 
FUN AND HARD WORK WITH KIDS AS CAMP 
COUNSELOR YMCA STORER CAMPS IS 
CARING. CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY SERVING 
KJDS 7-17 UNIQUE PROGRAMS HORSES. 
AQUATICS. SAIUNG WILDERNESS ADVEN- 
TURE. INTERNATIONAL EMPHASIS FOR 
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
KARLENE QARQAC. PHONE 372-4486 
ManagerAYalnee Hiring now Cat lor details 









HONDA ACCORD 1979 
Saver. S-Seed. 66.000 mlae 
AM/FM Rarjo. Front-Wheel Drive 
Very Dependable. $2800 364-7461 
Coupon book tor sale - wM late beet otter. 
CeM Chris 172-1111  
Electric OMtar tor sale. 
1M7 Fender Coranedo II 
Mint Condition, collector. Hem 
"The Sound that Creates Legends" 
Cett John l$*aa40  
'82 Ford EXP rLtosotot condrbon 3541392 
For Sab). 
Boae 601 Series I Speakers 
Danon DP^6F turntable 
Cel Dave 363-6136  




House- 926 E Wooster 
4 bedroom lor 6 students 
Apta-311 E Marry St 
2 bedroom tor 4 students 
(he heat, cable, water a sewage) 
$130 each   $585/semester 
630 N Summit- $125/eech 
3 man apts 316 E Merry St 
Summer Rentafa al Specaa Ratea tor 
Houses.-Rooms -Apts 
Office Hours 11-4 pm at 316 E Merry-Apt 3 
or pnone snytlme for Info 362-7366 
One and two bedroom apartnawavnoutaa 
cfoae to campus. S and V Rentall 9am-3pm 
352 7454 Alter 5pm cel 832-7566 
Student wanted to manege smal apartment In 
exchange for rent oonceeaion Must be honest. 
pleasant, a mecharHcaty Incaned Cel 823- 
6016 (local alter 6pm)  
Apartments. Houses. Duplexes 
Cel 354-2260 or 362-6663 
John Newtove Real Estate 
319 E Wooaaar 
Houaes a Apts   tor   198586 school year 
Smrth-Boggt  Rente*).   362-9467 btwn    12- 
4pm or 352 6917 after 6 00pm  
Need F students lo FJ apta and houses Aval 
now Near campus Ph 352 7366.  
Apt. tor Rent tor Spring Semester. 
2 bedroom, fully torn, apl Heat Cable T.V. 
hookup,   water paid  by  owner   Close   to 
catapus. Call 182-7112 set tor Rich. 
THURSTTN APARTMENTS 
AIR CONDITIONING. FULLY CARPETED. CA 
BLEVISION. EFFrOENCY. LAUNDRY FACKJ- 
T16S NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER I FALL 
451 THURSTINAVE  352-5436  
SUMMER/FALL RENTALS 
2   -   BeOluom,   AC,   fully   furnished   apart- 
ments.    Convenient    location,    reasonable 
ratea Cat 182 III!  
i bedroom apta t atahls Den 362-4380 
ROCKLEDGE MANOR 
Large 2 bdrm.. turn apt 
dtotrwaatsw, extra atorage 
Corner of S Coaage a Sixth 
Cat 362-3841 12-4 or 3542260 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
Fal 1965 
2 bdrm turn, apt 
352-2663 
HOUSES ANO APARTMENTS Close to Cam- 
pue tor Summer IMS and '15-M school yeer. 
1-267-1141 
' 







Women: 530 Men: 800 
Flying Discs to the first 1,000 
fans. Compliments of Little Kings 
& California Cooler. 
Help the Falcons make the Mac Post- 
Season Tournament. 
